The Woodruff Arts Center Campus Map
High Museum of Art

Anne Cox Chambers Wing

Opened in 2005, the Anne Cox Chambers Wing is modern and sophisticated. Designed by award-winning architect Renzo Piano, the intricate roof system fills the space with natural light and creates the perfect atmosphere for your next reception.

Hill Auditorium

Located just outside the High Museum, the Hill Auditorium is ideal for lectures, presentations, intimate conversations and programs that require live streaming. Premium audio-visual capabilities available upon.

Robinson Atrium

The Robinson Atrium showcases the award-winning architecture of Richard Meier with ramps spiraling up to permanent collection galleries and a vaulted, fan-shaped, glass ceiling opposite granite floors.
Taylor Lobby

Located inside the High Museum on the main level, the Taylor Lobby features floor-to-ceiling windows on both the north and sides, hardwood floors, 18-foot coffered ceilings, and access to the Orkin Terrace overlooking 16th Street and Arts Center Way.
Beauchamp C. Carr Room

Located on the first floor of the Memorial Arts Building, the Carr Room features an industrial look with warm wood flooring. The unique floor plan makes it a versatile space for receptions, meetings, and art exhibits. Audio-visual capabilities are built into the space. With an existing cable hanging system running along three of the walls, the Carr Room perfectly lends itself to art installations.

RECEPTION/MEETING
Capacity:
210 standing
115 seated

Center Space

Center Space boasts beautiful floor-to-ceiling windows allowing for natural daylight and up-close views of Midtown Atlanta; It is the definition of a flexible space. Take advantage of the built-in audio-visual system including two projectors and screens plus a built-in sound system for meetings or take in view down Peachtree Street during an event reception.

RECEPTION/MEETING
Capacity:
250 standing
150 seated

Circle Room

Located on the third floor of the Memorial Arts Building, Circle Room features floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking Callaway Plaza and Midtown Atlanta. The floor plan features built-in sunscreens and an audio-visual system with projectors.

RECEPTION/MEETING
Capacity:
125 standing
85 seated
Conference Room A & B

Conference Room A & B is located on the second level of the Memorial Arts Building just off the Galleria lobby; steps away from Symphony Hall. With a built-in air wall, Conference Room A & B can be divided to create two separate spaces. With a built-in Promethean Interactive Whiteboard, this conference room is perfect for small meetings or break-out sessions.

RECEPTION/MEETING
Capacity:
56 standing
35 seated

Delta Lounge

The Delta Sky360 Club creates the atmosphere of a New York City theatre lounge. Sections of backdrops from past Alliance Theatre productions cover the walls while vintage inspired furniture and lighting complete the ambiance.

RECEPTION SPACE

Event Room

The Event Room is located on the balcony level of the Memorial Arts Building. Opening to overlook the Galleria lobby, Event Room features a built-in audio-visual system including a projector, screen, and speakers.

RECEPTION/MEETING
Capacity:
90 standing
70 seated
The Galleria

The Galleria is the main entrance for Symphony Hall and the Alliance Theatre’s Coca-Cola Stage. It is an expansive, two-level space featuring soaring ceilings, art deco fixtures and beautiful twin marble staircases with a landing that serves as a natural stage.

**RECEPTION**

2-Level Capacity:
- 1,550 standing
- 400 seated

Main Level:
- 660 standing
- 275 seated

The Peachtree Conference Room is located on the second floor of the Memorial Arts Building. Featuring a built-in projection system, white boards, and a large conference table makes the conference room perfect for private meetings.

**MEETING SPACE**

Capacity: 20 seated

The traditional red curtain, art deco-style theater features full, state of the art audio-visual capabilities from projection to webcasting. With 350 velvet covered seats, the Rich Theatre is perfect for lectures, conferences, and film screenings. Premium lighting and audio options are available upon request.

**THEATRE SPACE**

Capacity: 350 seated
The Robert Shaw Room

The luxuriously decorated Robert Shaw Room offers stylish lounge furniture and decor that celebrates the Roaring 20s. Located on the first floor near Symphony Hall, this is a great spot for a pre- or post-event gathering. Easily converts to two spaces with pocket bi-fold walls. Large flat screen TV, light and video packages available.

RECEPTION/MEETING
Capacity:
20 conference
45 classroom
40 U-shape
110 theatre

Atlanta Symphony Hall and the Coca-Cola Stage at Alliance Theatre

Please ask for specifications and availability.